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NONSUPERCOMPACTNESS AND THE REDUCED MEASURE 
ALGEBRA 
Eric K. von DOUWEN1) 
Abstract; Easy known results easily imply that the Stone space of the 
reduced measure algebra is not supercompact, and in fact is not 
n-supercompact whenever 3 <_ n < w. 
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What we do: Supercompact spaces, defined below, (and more generally 
n-supercompact spaces, 3 <_n < ui) are compact. Compact linearly orderable 
spaces are easy examples of supercompact spaces. Compact mctrizable 
spaces are supercompact, [SS] (see [vD2] and [M.] for easier proofs), and 
so are compact groups, [M-J. 
An easy example of a nonsupercompact compact space was given by 
Verbeck, [V, II.2.2]; this example is Tj but not Hausdorff. The first 
Hausdorff examples were given by Bell, [B.]; other examples, or other 
proofs, can be found in the references. 
The purpose of this note is to present an essentially trivial vor> 
natural Hausdorff example. 
Research supported by NSF-Grant MCS 78-09484. 
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EXAMPLE: The Stone .apace otf the reduced meahune aZaebna JU not mpzA-
compact, and In fact JU not n-AupeAcompact ion. any n with 3 <_ n < a>, 
I;or the proof wo only need easy known results about the reduced measure 
algebra, and closed subbascs (defined below), or easy modifications 
thereof (we include proofs for completeness sake), and unlike other 
examples, jiced only an easy fact about (w-) supcrcompactncss. 
Closed subbascs: A family S of subsets of a space X is called a closed 
subbase for X if {X - S: S e S} is a subbase for the open sets of X, i.e. 
if for every nonempty F <= X, F is closed iff F = n-- _uF for some collection 
£ of finite subfamilies of S. We need the following elementary fact, 
where ° denotes the interior operator. 
FACT J: Ijj X Jut, compact Hau&don,&&> and- s ** a cZo^ed 6ubbat>e ion. X, then 
ion. each nonempty open V 5 X theAC <ti a [nonempty) G 5 S with nG 5 U and 
(nGP t 0. 
D Pick a nonempty open V 5 X with V 5 U. Let £ be a (nonempty) collec-
tion of finite subfamilies of S with np€£
U^ = "̂ . Since X is compact there 
is a (nonempty) finite F 5 £ w i t n np €p u F -
 u- Clearly npei?Ur" = uG€r;nG 
for some finite collection £ of (nonempty) (finite) subfamilies of S. 
There is G € £ with (nG)° >- 0 since (uG€G
nG)° = v t 0- D 
n-Supercompactncss: For a cardinal K call a family F of sets K-££wked 
if nG -i 0 for every G 5 F with 0 < |G| < <, so 3-linked-linked, and 
OJ-1 inked reentered. Also, call a space <-supcrcompact if it has a closed 
subbase S such that every nonempty <-linked subfamily of 5 has nonempty 
intersection. Clearly w-supercompact .-.compact, by Alexanders subbase 
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Theorem, [K, p. 139], and K-supercompact implies A-supcrcompact if K <_ \ 
(but not conversely if 3 <_ K < \ <_ u, [BvM]). So 3-supcrcompact is 
supercompact, as introduced by de Groot, [dG], and a space is 
n-supercompact if it has compactness number <«, as defined in [BvM]. 
The reduced measure algebra. Let I be the closed unit interval, let M be 
the Boolean algebra of measurable subsets of J, and let N be the ideal of 
null-sets. The quotient algebra M/N is called the reduced measure algebra. 
Let M denote its Stone space. 
Let \ denote Lcbesgue measure on I, and for A e M let [A] denote 
the N-equivalence class of A. 
Call a family o-K-linked if it is the union of countably many 
K-linked families. 
FACT 2: The. iamlty oi nonempty cZopen (= doted and open) &ub6eX* oi 
M AA o-n-KJunked &oi each n uiith 3 <_ n < u>. 
U We prove the corresponding statement for hi - t4. l;ix n with 3 <_ n < U). 
Let B be a countable base for I with $ i B which is closed under 
finite union. For B e B define 
Lg = {.4 c M: \{A n 5) > (1 - n"
1)-*^)}. 
Clearly, if A c ifl and 0 < |A| < n then X(nA) :> A(nA n B) > n~
l>\(B) > 0, 
so nA i N. Next, given A £ M - N find compact K c .4 with \{K) > 0, and then 
find B c 8 with fl = if and A(K) < (1-n"1)"1-*^). Then K e Lg, hence 
[[This (fact and proof) is well known for n = 3 of course.J| U 
FACT 3: W JU not 6tpaAable. 
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D Let *p> be any sequence in M. For n < w, since p . is an ultra-
filter in the Boolean algebra M/N we can pick Pn c M - N with [Pn] c P n 
and M^ n) < 2 . Then ( p c W : [I - u P ] c p} is a nonempty open set 
in M that contains no p . flThis is known of course.| (1 
Separability and supcrcompactness: The following result implies that M 
is not n-supercompact, because of Facts2 and 3, since the family of 
clopon sots of M is .» base. 
FACT 4: Let 3 <_ K £ w. Then <o££oi4tng condctconA on a K-4upeA.compac>t 
MduAcCoAft Apace X aKe equivalent: 
(1) x li> 6epaKable; 
(2) tfie topology oi X Ju o-centeKed (= a-w-linked); and 
(3} X fia.6 a a-K-£aiked ba^e (o4 Tr-baaeV 
D We prove (3) =* (1) . Let S be a closed subbase for X that witnesses 
that X i s K-supercompact, Let 8 be a K-linked family of open sets of 
n 
X for n < w such that u B is a base for X. We can assume 0 / £ e S, 
n n 
and M u B . Then for each n < u> the family 
n n 
S - (5 c S: 3B c B (B c 5)} 
n n 
is nonempty and K-linked, hence we can pick p € nS . It now follows 
from Fact 1 that {p : n < w} is dense in X. |For K -= w this is known, rn 
[vDjU D 
QUESTION 1. Does there exist for each n with 3 •£ n < u> a nonseparable 
(n+1)-supercompact Hausdorff space whose topology is o-n-linked? Or 
at least a compact Hausdorff space whose topology is o-n-linked but 
not 0-(n+1)-linked? 
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QUESTION 2. Is Fact 4 true if X is a Hausdorff continuous image of a 
K-supercompact Hausdorff space? 
The motivation for Question 2 is that although supcrcompactncss is not 
preserved by continuous maps, [MvM], most results about supercompact 
Hausdorff spaces arc true for Hausdorff continuous images of (closed 
neighborhood retracts) of supercompact Hausdorff spaces, hence a counter, 
example to Question 2 for tc • 3 would be a nice example that supercompact-
ness is not preserved under continuous maps. 
In this context we point out that M is in fact not a continuous 
image of a (closed neighborhood retract of a) Hausdorff space which is 
n-supercompact for some n with 3 •£ n < to (see also [BvM]). For the proof 
one notes that Fact 4 is true if X is a closed neighborhood retract of a 
K-supercompact Hausdorff space [use the proof of Fact 1 rather than Fact 
1 itself ] , and that M is extremally disconnected, so that a compact 
Hausdorff space has a retract homeomorphic to M iff it can be mapped onto 
M, [G, Thm. 2.5]. 
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